INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Hypernasality frequently occurs in children with cleft palate due to excessive nasal resonance perceived during the speech because the oral cavity is not properly separated from the nasal cavity. In these cases in addition to surgical interventions like palatoplasty, patients should receive speech therapy. Therefore, assessment of nasality is necessary to facilitate the evaluation of the operation efficacy and help the therapist to manage the speech therapy sessions. Approaches for the assessment of hypernasality classified into two categories of invasive and non-invasive techniques. The invasive techniques involve the assessment of velopharyngeal function using invasive instruments such as nasendoscopy, videofluoroscopy, etc., in the clinical environment. Non-invasive techniques include clinical assessment and digital signal processing-based techniques. These approaches describe concisely as below.

Invasive Techniques {#sec2-1}
-------------------

Multi view videofluoroscopy allows experts to observe the vocal tract structures during connected speech from several spatial planes.\[[@ref1]\] Flexible fiber-optic nasendoscopy allows direct observation of velopharyngeal movements during connected speech. In these methods quantitative results cannot be acquired and also they need expensive equipment.

Non-invasive Clinical Assessments {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------

In many types of clinical equipment such as nasometer, pressure, vibration and nasal flow were used as quantities for assessing hypernasal speech. The nasometer uses two separate microphones; first one is placed in front of the mouth and the other in front of the nostrils. The microphones record both the oral and nasal sound pressures and the index of nasometer called nasalance, is defined as the ratio of nasal sound pressure to total sound pressures assessed at the nostrils and mouth. This device is widely used in the clinical field, but it is an expensive device and it is uncomfortable to use for children. Moreover, Horii and Lang introduced the Horii oral nasal coupling index that measured the nasal coupling.\[[@ref1]\] This index was derived from signals measured by an accelerometer attached to the outside of the nares and by a microphone placed in front of the mouth. For use these kinds of devices, subjects must attend clinics that make control of the therapy process hard, moreover, uncomfortable condition of using these devices may cause the speech of children be unnatural and the results of assessments became unreliable.

Perceptual Judgment {#sec2-3}
-------------------

Perceptual judgments performed with scoring the quality of speech by experienced or well-trained listeners. Since hypernasal speech occurs in conjunction with abnormalities in pitch, loudness, voice quality and these coexisting features affect the perception of nasality, judgment results vary among the listeners.\[[@ref2]\] To overcome the problems of invasive methods and non-invasive clinical methods and to avoid disagreement of perceptual judgments, signal processing techniques were proposed.

Signal Processing Techniques {#sec2-4}
----------------------------

In previous studies, researchers tried to detect hypernasality by analyzing the speech of subjects with cleft lip or palate, synthesized hypernasal speech or nasalized vowels of normal speech.\[[@ref2]\] In signal processing-based techniques for hypernasality detection, the assessment is usually carried out by finding the deviation of the spectrum of hypernasal speech from the normal speech.\[[@ref2][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] Researchers claimed that nasalization increase the first formant bandwidth and intensity and also introduce nasal formants and antiformants.\[[@ref3]\] They compared the output of a low pass filter with cut-off frequency between the first and second formant and a band pass filter that just filter the first formant that both applied to speech samples and found a distinctive difference for nasalized vowels, whereas the normal vowels do not show any remarkable difference. Another proposed method, estimated hypernasality by comparing the distance between sequences of cepstrum coefficients extracted from low order and high order linear predictive (LP) model.\[[@ref4]\] The fact that a LP model with a typical order for the human vocal tract system is not accurate when the vocal tract system has zeros in its frequency response was used in this work. This approach assessed by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the nasalance scores and the obtained distances. Lee *et al*. proposed new index for detect hypernasality called voice low tone to high tone ratio (VLHR).\[[@ref5]\] VLHR was defined as the division of power of low frequency part of voice spectrum, into power of high frequency part of voice spectrum. They calculated correlation of nasalance scores with values of VLHR on speech samples of subjects to assess their proposed index. Vijayalakshmi *et al*. introduced a new quantity based on acoustic analysis on nasalized vowels that showed the existence of a new resonance in the low frequency region (around 250 Hz) of speech spectrum,\[[@ref2]\] this fact also was used in another work of these authors, where a LP-based pole modification technique was introduced.\[[@ref6]\] They used a higher order LP spectrum to select and weaken the pole corresponding to strongest peak in the low frequency region and then resynthesized new signal. Maximum of the cross-correlation value between the original signal and resynthesized speech signal was taken as a measure for the detection of hypernasality.

Some other works were focused on extracting famous speech features and employing different classification methods. Castellanos *et al*., Delgado-Trejos *et al*. and Maier *et al*. used set of features including pitch, jitter, tone perturbation coefficient, harmonic to noise ratio, energy, zero crossings, linear predictive coefficients (LPC), mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and wavelet transform, also they employed Bayesian classifier, Gaussian mixture model and support vector machine (SVM).\[[@ref7][@ref8][@ref9]\] Orozco-Arroyave *et al*. and Arias-Londoρo *et al*. concentrated on features related to non-linear dynamics of speech such as correlation dimension, largest Lyapunov exponent and Hurst exponent.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\]

In this paper, the fact that the vocal tract system of a patient with cleft palate has additional zeros in its frequency response was used. Since an autoregressive (AR) model for frequency response of the vocal tract system of these patients is not accurate, in our method the hypernasality was estimated by comparing the distance between the sequences of cepstrum coefficients of AR model and cepstrum coefficients of autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

During the pronunciation of a vowel, the excitation signal from the vocal cord is assumed to be an ideal impulse train. Under this assumption, the transfer functions of the vocal tract system, which is from the glottis to lips and acts like a filter, considered as all-pole system. Thus, an AR model has been widely used in modeling speech signal analysis. AR coefficients *a~k~* used in an AR model of order *M* are defined as
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Where *s* (*n*) is the speech signal and *u* (*n*) is the excitation signal produced by the glottis. G is the gain of the excitation signal and also the root mean square value of the residual error between the predicted and original speech signals.\[[@ref4]\] [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} represents a simplified model of the human vocal tract. Model of the human vocal tract is assumed to be composed of several lossless acoustic tubes.\[[@ref13]\] Nasality depends upon how much and when the velum that separate nasal and oral cavity is open, during pronunciation. Thus, the pronunciation of a speaker with cleft lip or palate or subjects with defective velopharyngeal mechanism is hypernasal because the velum cannot separate the nasal and oral cavities appropriately or because poor timing of velopharyngeal. As mentioned in previous works, hypernasality is characterized by: (1) Amplitude reduction of the first formant, (2) presence of zeros in the spectrum due to the coupling of the nasal cavity and oral cavity, (3) presence of reinforced harmonics (nasal formant) resulting from the sound resonance in the nasal cavity and (4) shift of formants.\[[@ref4]\] The characteristic (2) was utilized to estimate hypernasality in this study. If we want to model the vocal tract system of a normal speaker, AR model of order 8-10 is typically used.\[[@ref14]\] Since the hypernasal speech signal cannot be modeled accurately by an AR model we can expect that an ARMA model with typical number of poles and the appropriate number of zeros give a more accurate representation of the hypernasal speech. Based on this fact, we propose an algorithm to estimate the hypernasality of speech using the AR and ARMA coefficients. Actually, there will be a significant difference between the cepstrum coefficients obtained from the AR model and from the ARMA model, in the case of the hypernasal speech.

![Simple model of human vocal tract](JMSS-3-209-g002){#F1}

Methods {#sec2-5}
-------

Speech signal should pass the pre-processing stage; including data normalization and a pre-emphasis filtering. Pre-emphasis filter with pre-emphasis coefficient α =0.98 defined as

*p*(*z*)=1−0.98*z*^−1^      (2)

The reasons for employing a pre-emphasis filter consist of eliminating the scattering effect that is introduced when the speech signal is transmitted from the lips through the air; and also removing the spectral component of the larynx from the speech signal.\[[@ref15]\] After pre-processing, the signal should pass the windowing stage; The hamming window was applied to speech data for the frame length of 30 ms and the frame was shifted by 15 ms for 50% overlap. Each frame with a length of 30 ms can be assumed to be stationary.\[[@ref16]\] The order of 10 was selected as the order of AR model and the number of poles of ARMA model. To choose the number of zeros for ARMA model, we tested our method with different number of zeros. The general form of the ARMA model of vocal tract is defined as
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Where *s* (*n*) and *u* (*n*) are respectively the speech signal and the excitation signal, *n~a~* represents the number of poles and *n~b~* is the number of zeros plus 1. The Z-transformed version of Eq. 3 is
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Where *A* (*z*) and *B* (*z*) are polynomials, defined as below
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In our method, ARMA coefficients were calculated with a widely used iterative prediction-error method.\[[@ref17]\] This method ensures that all poles and zeros are inside the unit circle. AR coefficients were calculated with a same method by considering *n~b~* equal to zero. As our proposed algorithm used the difference between the spectrums obtained using AR and ARMA coefficients to estimate hypernasality, we needed a distance measure between the spectrums. Therefore we used cepstrum coefficients of AR and ARMA model to have two comparable and equal sequences in length. The zero-pole form of the vocal tract filter cited in Eq. 4, is defined as
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Where *p~i~* and *d~i~* are respectively *i*th pole and *i*th zero of vocal tract filter. All poles and zeros were considered to be inside the unit circle. Since the system is minimum phase, its cepstrum can be uniquely determined as\[[@ref18]\]
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It is easy to see from Eq. 8 that the cepstrum coefficients could be consider as a decaying sequence, which is the reason that a finite number of coefficients are sufficient to approximate it and therefore we can refer to truncated cepstrum as a cepstrum vector.\[[@ref18]\]

Let *c*~AR~(*m*) and *c*~ARMA~(*m*) be cepstral sequences of AR and ARMA models, respectively. Then, the geometric distance between the cepstral sequences is calculated by
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In order to compute the distance using Eq. 9, it has been reported that a sufficient accuracy can be obtained if *M* parameter is at least set to 3 times the order of the AR model.\[[@ref19]\] In this paper, *M* was set to 40; also we estimated our method by using 120 cepstrum coefficients, where the variations of cepstrum coefficients become very small, then we compared the two cases to ensure the accuracy of our method. During calculation of distances using Eq. 9, we found that normalizing AR or ARMA cepstrum coefficients on total frames of a speech sample, may lead to a more separable *DI* value for normal speakers and cleft palate speakers, so we estimated our method with both normalized and non-normalized cepstrum coefficients and compared the results. *DI* was calculated for each frame of signal, final decision for an utterance made by the average of *DI* on all of its frames called *DI~average~*, also final decision for a subject attained by computing the mean of *DI~average~* on all of his or her utterances. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a flow chart of our algorithm for calculation of distances and detection of hypernasality.

![Flow chart of hypernasality detection method](JMSS-3-209-g009){#F2}

Speech Samples {#sec2-6}
--------------

Oral consonants require velopharyngeal closure to accomplish the separation of the oral and nasal cavities. In contrast, nasal consonants involve velopharyngeal opening that allows the propagation of sound energy into the nasal cavity. In children with cleft palate early onset and delayed offset of velar movement occurs before and after the oral cavity occlusion causes the vowel preceding and following nasal consonants to be nasalized for certain durations.\[[@ref20]\] Therefore, in this study vowels (/a/) extracted from 392 utterances consisted of disyllables (/pamap/) that uttered by 22 normal subjects and 13 subjects with cleft palate, were used. A series of /p/ and /m/ before and after vowels in the test word requires velopharyngeal closing and opening movements; this context was considered useful for measuring the amount of nasalization. Because both oral phoneme (/p/) and nasal phoneme (/m/) were produced at the labial place of articulation, the influence of the change of articulation position on nasal resonance could be controlled.\[[@ref20]\] The age range of the subjects for this study was 4-12 years. Children with cleft palate had the palate repaired through primary surgical correction and also they exhibited moderate or severe hypernasality. In order to collect the acoustic signals a high quality microphone (Shure Beta 54, USA) was used. The microphone was attached to a headset and positioned at a fixed distance of 3 cm away from the right side of the subject\'s mouth. The signal to noise ratio of all recordings was more than 30 dB. The sampling rate was 44.1 kHz with 16 bits of resolution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#sec1-3}
======================

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we applied the algorithm to each frames of utterances. We expected the *DI~average~* could be an appropriate index for detecting hypernasality and we could simply separate normal and hypernasal samples by setting a threshold value for *DI~average~*.

In order to find the optimum number of zeros for ARMA model and also the best upper limit for the summation of Eq. 9 (*M* parameter), we performed a t-test. This test is employed to study the null hypothesis that data in the two groups of hypernasal and normal, are random samples with equal means, against the alternative that the means are not equal.\[[@ref21]\] The *P* value which is the result of this test could be used as a quantity that showed us how much our data is separable with proposed index; a large *P* value shows that the calculated indexes for two groups do not have a significant difference.

Hence, we calculated *P* values for *DI~average~* values of all utterances that were obtained by different number of zeros for ARMA model and different values of *M* parameter and chose the cases which have smaller *P* values to continue our study with them. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the calculated *P* values in different cases; it is obvious that utilizing 120 normalized cepstrum coefficients had the best result among all. For better assessment of our method we plotted the distributions of *DI~average~* values of two groups of normal and hypernasal samples by means of boxplot for the best two cases selected from [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

*P* values for different parameters of our method
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![Boxplot of *DI~average~* for subjects with cleft palate and normal subjects by using 120 normalized cepstrum coefficients and autoregressive moving average model with two zeros (left), five zeros (right)](JMSS-3-209-g011){#F3}

As mentioned before we also calculated the means of *DI~average~* on all utterances of each subject and plotted the results for the best two cases in Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. These figures imply that for the proposed method, using two zeros in ARMA model for 120 Normalized cepstrum coefficients had promising results. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that by setting an appropriate threshold value, we can simply separate two groups of subjects. In order to find the proper threshold value, we applied two well-known classification methods, *k*-means and Bayes and compared the results.

![Mean of *DI~average~* for each subject with 120 normalized cepstrum coefficients by using autoregressive moving average model with two zeros](JMSS-3-209-g012){#F4}

![Mean of *DI~average~* for each subject with 120 normalized cepstrum coefficients by using autoregressive moving average model with five zeros](JMSS-3-209-g013){#F5}

*K*-means partitions the data points into *k* clusters. This iterative partitioning minimizes the sum of the within-cluster summation of distances of points to the cluster centers, over all clusters. As in our approach each data point represent with one dimension value (*DI~average~* for each utterance), we consider the average of final values of cluster\'s centers obtained by *k*-means approach as the threshold value. Actually in our approach *k* was considered 2. Based on Bayes theorem, another approach was applied for threshold estimation; we fit a Gaussian distribution function for each group and select the intersection of the two groups' function as the threshold value.

In order to evaluate these two classifiers the leave-one-out cross-validation was employed. That means that for 35 (the number of subjects) separate times, the classifiers were trained on all data except for one subject and a prediction was made for that subject and related utterances. It means that in each step, *k*-means was trained on utterances of 34 subjects and the average of the centers of two obtained clusters settled as the threshold value, then the utterances of the rest subject compared with this threshold value. For the approach based on Bayes theorem the same procedure were applied. Actually, the classifiers were trained on utterances, but the results were presented for two levels of utterances and subjects. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the result of classification for all 392 utterances, which 146 of them were hypernasal and 246 utterances were normal through the expert judgments. The represented results are the summation of the results obtained for each step of cross validation test. The average of threshold values of all steps also showed in this table. In the case of subjects, we compared the mean of *DI~average~* for utterances of the out subject (the subject who is out of the training phase, based on the leave-one-out cross validation) to the obtained threshold value and made the hypernasal or normal decision. The confusion matrix values for the case of subjects represented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Confusion matrix for utterances classification
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###### 

Confusion matrix for subjects classification
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For better comparison of the results of two classifiers, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were calculated and represented in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} for the case of utterances and also in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} for the case of subjects. Note that the balanced accuracy, which is the average of sensitivity and specificity values, is not equal to the accuracy due to the unbalance of the datasets for normal and hypernasal subjects. Furthermore, note that both, the values of sensitivity and specificity, are a tradeoff that depends upon the threshold chosen. These results lead us to establish a protocol for assessment of hypernasality. This protocol starts with recording of several utterances of a nasalized vowel for each subject and continues with calculating *DI~average~* for all utterances with the method proposed in this paper and finally comparing the mean of *DI~average~* with settled threshold value and making the hypernasal or normal decision.

###### 

Result of the classification on utterances (given in %)
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###### 

Result of the classification on subjects (given in %)
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To assess the ability of our approach, some comparison with previous works would be useful. As mentioned in previous sections, some works tried to introduce a quantitative index for assessment of hypernasality. These works represented their results by values of correlation coefficients of their proposed index and either nasalance scores or results of perceptual judgments, which could not be compared with our results. In some other works results of classification with classifiers like SVM that trained on different acoustic feature, were announced. Since these works used different unreachable datasets of subjects with various degrees of hypernasality, we could not compare our results with them.

Therefore to have some comparable results, the algorithm proposed by Rah *et al*. was simulated and applied on our dataset, the obtained results presented in Tables [6](#T6){ref-type="table"} and [7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. Within this algorithm after pre-processing and windowing, LPC coefficients of order 10 and 36 were extracted. The geometric distance between the high and low order LPC considered as an index for hypernasality. Better performance of our approach is obvious from the tables.

###### 

Result of the classification on utterances, LPC method (given in %)
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###### 

Result of the classification on subjects, LPC method (given in %)
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CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
==========

In this paper, we proposed a straightforward method to evaluate hypernasality. The method is much less troublous than the current clinical methods. Our method introduces an index proportionate to the amount of hypernasality that could be used for evaluating the effects of surgery for velopharyngeal insufficiency and cleft palate patients and helps the therapist to control the speech therapy process of these patients. We found out the best results were obtained with comparing the 120 normalized cepstrum coefficients of AR model with 10 poles to ARMA model with two zeros and the same number of poles. In this situation, we achieved classification accuracy of up to 81.12% for utterances and up to 97.14% for subjects. These results show grate improvement of classification accuracy compare with the results of a similar method based on LPC (74.49% for utterances and 77.14% for subjects). In addition, the *DI~average~* Index or sequences of distances, which were introduced in this paper could be used as a feature or representation vector for using with other classification methods.
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